The expansion potential (EP) of a soil or sedimentary bedrock formation defines the severity of risk related to slab or foundation movement due to heave of expansive soil or bedrock. Common practice is to categorize the risk potential solely on the basis of the percent swell that a soil sample exhibits in the consolidation-swell test. However, calculations of heave take into account both percent swell and swelling pressure. Therefore, assessment of risk must consider both of those factors. A risk factor termed "Expansion Potential", EP, considering both percent swell and swelling pressure is defined in this paper.
ABSTRACT
The expansion potential (EP) of a soil or sedimentary bedrock formation defines the severity of risk related to slab or foundation movement due to heave of expansive soil or bedrock. Common practice is to categorize the risk potential solely on the basis of the percent swell that a soil sample exhibits in the consolidation-swell test. However, calculations of heave take into account both percent swell and swelling pressure. Therefore, assessment of risk must consider both of those factors. A risk factor termed "Expansion Potential", EP, considering both percent swell and swelling pressure is defined in this paper.
Values of EP computed using a database collected from results of numerous consolidationswell tests show good correlation between predicted heave and EP. The use of EP will provide a more accurate description of the actual risk of the potential for slab or foundation movement. Measurements of slab and foundation actual movement are presented and correlated to EP. These results confirm the conclusions drawn on the basis of computation for uniform soil profiles.
